
    

     

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO 
PUBLIC INPUT MEETING OF THE 

PLANNING AND WORKS COMMITEE – RAPID TRANSIT 
MINUTES 

 
Tuesday, May 31, 2011 

6:00 p.m. 
2nd Floor, Regional Administration Building 
150 Frederick Street, Kitchener, Ontario 

 
 
Present were: Chair J. Wideman, L. Armstrong, T. Cowan, *D. Craig, J. Haalboom, B. Halloran,  
R. Kelterborn, G. Lorentz, C. Millar, J. Mitchell,  S. Strickland, and C. Zehr 
 
Members absent: J. Brewer, R. Deutschmann, T. Galloway, and K. Seiling 
 
DECLARATIONS OF PECUNIARY INTEREST UNDER THE MUNICIPAL CONFLICT OF 
INTEREST ACT 
 
D. Craig declared a non-pecuniary interest due to his son owning property within the area of a 
proposed station on the rapid transit system.   
 
MOVED by C. Millar 
SECONDED by B. Halloran 
 
THAT the Planning and Works Committee be extended until 12:00 a.m.  
 
 CARRIED 
 
OPENING REMARKS 
 
J. Wideman opened the meeting and welcomed members of the public.  He advised the 
purpose of the meeting was to receive public input on the rapid transit project and that no 
decisions on the project will be made at this time and that Committee members are present to 
hear comments from the public only.  J. Wideman provided advertising history, project history 
and the procedure for registered delegation including time expectations, and also public 
decorum within Council Chambers. 
 
STAFF PRESENTATION 
 
Nancy Button, Director, Rapid Transit provided a brief presentation on growth, cost of business 
as usual, public consultation, preferred Light Rail Transit (LRT) over Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), 
L3 preferred, phases, and the next steps. A copy of the presentation is attached to the original 
minutes. 
 
DELEGATIONS 
 
1. Deb Swidrovich, Waterloo appeared before Committee highlighting her involvement with the 
Environmentally Sensitive Landscapes and the Regional Official Plan.  She stated her support 
for LRT noting that LRT will hold the countryside line and help intensify the downtown core.  She 
stated that there isn’t enough land left and that creativity is need and that a system needs to be 
in place that will hold the growth, and attract businesses to come to this area.  She briefly 
highlighted her experience with holding referendums and notes she was not in favour of a 
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referendum in this matter.  She concluded her presentation highlighting that rapid transit is an 
environmental issue.   

 
2. Kevin Thomason, Waterloo appeared before Committee highlighting the growth of the 
Region noting his involvement with finding solutions to protect the environment and finding a 
balance within the significant growth of the Region.  He highlighted that any further delay on 
rapid transit will leave the Region further behind.   He outlined the problem Ottawa is having 
with their transit system and asked that the Region do it right the first time with LRT.  He noted 
he was not in favour of a referendum and asked those who are calling for a referendum to 
explain how they propose to replace funds should they be lost or revoked.  He stated that the 
need for a superior LRT alternative to best manage the rapid growth and to ensure the best 
possible future for the community.  A copy of his presentation is appended to the original 
minutes.    

 
3. Alison De Muy, Waterloo representing Machteld Faas Xander commissioned a recent poll by 
Angus Reid Public Opinion.  They conducted an on-line survey among 456 Kitchener, Waterloo 
and Cambridge residents.  The results were weighed according to the most current age, gender 
and region census data.  The results showed that Waterloo Region residents agree that the 
community needs an updated public transit system to address population growth and 58% 
believe the Region should pursue a transit option that includes LRT.  She highlighted that 72% 
of residents believe that LRT would positively impact the Region and help to ease traffic and 
half the residents report that their ridership would increase if LRT is built.  Respondents did 
state the cost of LRT is significant but believe the cost to taxpayers is acceptable in exchange 
for development of rapid transit infrastructure.  A copy of her presentation is appended to the 
original minutes. 

 
4. Louise McLaren, Waterloo appeared before Committee stating that transit hinges on looking 
into the future of the Region.  She highlighted that trains are superior to buses, better for the 
environment, and will increase ridership.  She talked about the many people who rely on transit 
and asked elected representatives to make a decision that is in the best interest of the Region 
on what is good for everyone.  She highlighted that there should be no referendum and noted 
this is a golden opportunity for the Region.    

 
5. Theodore Tyssen, Waterloo appeared before Committee representing the Catalina 
Community in Waterloo.  He highlighted that some members of the Community are against LRT 
while others are for LRT but feel the project is premature. He spoke about the capital cost of the 
project and asked that close attention be paid to the finances of the project.  He stated that the 
Catalina Community is most concerned with the routing of the LRT.  He questioned why the 
LRT will be routed off of King Street once it hits Uptown Waterloo.   He states that this will cause 
the closure of 3 streets that provide access to Caroline Street and how LRT will affect the Iron 
Horse Trail.  A copy of his presentation is appended to the original minutes.   

 
6. Mark Reusser, Waterloo Federation of Agriculture appeared before Committee highlighting 
that high quality rapid transit is required for the future of farming in Waterloo Region.  He stated 
that Waterloo Region has the most productive and prosperous combination of farmers and 
farmland in all of Ontario noting this will be threatened without good planning, stating sprawl is 
irreversible.   He asked that the Region be visionary leaders and choose the LRT option.  A 
copy of his presentation is appended to the original minutes.   

 
7. Tim Jackson, CEO Accelerator Centre, Waterloo appeared before Committee noting all the  
organizations he represents stating they are all aligned on this decision and are in favour of 
LRT.  He provided many reasons why he decided to bring his business to the Region of 
Waterloo 10 years ago.  He recognizes the difficult decision Council has to make with not all the 
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information but stated that waiting to make the decision will hurt business.  He highlighted the 
history of innovation and visionaries created this community and asked that Council make the 
decision that is the best decision for the future.   

 
8. Mike Morrice, Sustainable Waterloo, appeared before Committee providing a brief history of 
Sustainable Waterloo.  He noted that LRT will allow for smarter growth, is affordable and 
cheaper than business as usual.  He outlined the jobs that will be created and the reduction of 
greenhouse gases.  He explained how LRT meets the needs of organizations and that it is in 
the best interest of our community.  A copy of his presentation is appended to the original 
minutes. 

 
9. David Antscherl, Waterloo appeared before Committee encouraging change if it is 
appropriate.  He stated the cost of LRT and maintaining LRT is expensive.  He noted that buses 
make more sense and are flexible.  He highlighted that electric buses are being used in 
Chattanooga and are free but LRT will increase fares.  He expressed his concern with the 
routing of LRT on Caroline Street and noted that there should be routes going to the big box 
stores on the out skirts of the cities.  He asked Committee to revisit the idea and not get caught 
up in the latest technologies.    

 
10. Susan Forwell Recchia, Waterloo appeared before Committee pointing out that LRT at this 
point isn’t good and isn’t the right decision for the Region.  She provided a history of her political 
background.  She stated that LRT will ferry people up and down King Street and feels funding 
spent on a transit link between Kitchener and Toronto would be better spent. She asked that 
money be spent on another alternative or provide incentives.  She stated that Portland is not a 
success story and that budgets for LRT always go over budget.  

 
*D. Craig left the meeting at 7:25 p.m. 

 
11. Joan McKinnon, Waterloo appeared before Committee stating the necessity to improve 
transit.  She highlighted that “Places to Grow” is almost met and that is has happened without 
LRT.  She noted the fragile state of Uptown Waterloo and how LRT will be destructive and 
divide Waterloo Park.  She expressed concern with the inflexibility of rails and the underground 
cost that gas companies have to pay and the cities will have to pay to create and build park and 
ride.   She concluded her presentation saying that Kitchener benefits, Cambridge loses and 
Waterloo is compromised with LRT and asked that Regional Council consider the most 
compatible and considerate option and have all the figures before making a decision.    

 
12. John Reick, Waterloo appeared before Committee highlighting that option B10 rapid bus 
system from St. Jacobs to Cambridge would do the same as L9 but would be more flexible. He 
indicated that mistakes are going to be made but can be adjusted with buses.  He noted that out 
of the 11 options mostly were LRT with a little BRT and feels options L1 to L8 are just there to 
confuse the public.  He expressed concerns with the cost of LRT and added that buses go 
everywhere so why use a street car.  

 
13. Sue Morgan, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating the Region has been fortunate 
to have an excellent staff and transit staff who have worked hard at finding the cheapest and 
best way to get people around.  She noted that with 200,000 more people expected in the 
Waterloo Region LRT is needed.    

 
14. Harald Drewitz, Kitchener appeared before Committee pleased with the GRT improvements 
and stated he isn’t in favour of LRT or BRT and feels further review is required. He asked that a 
decision be delayed until GO Transit comes to the Region in the Fall to see the impacts it may 
have on ridership.  He pointed out that 4 Regional Councillors have declared a conflict of 
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interest in this matter and a failure to disclose earlier is unfair. He noted that 3 Mayors from the 
Townships will be making the decision and will not be using rapid transit.    He stated there is 
something morally wrong with this picture and asked where is majority rule in this decision.  He 
asked that Regional Council step back in the heat of the moment.  He submitted a petition to the 
Clerk’s office. 

 
15. Birgit Lingenberg, Kitchener appeared before Committee highlighting the cost for LRT is too 
much money with today’s economy.  She asked that instead of building LRT to continue to 
improve current GRT services by including more buses and adding routes.  She noted that a 
monorail could be an alternative to LRT.  A monorail would never be delayed by traffic, road 
construction and would involve having access to a large amount of space to build fairly frequent 
stations on a route that could run from Cambridge to Waterloo.   

 
16. Uwe Kretschmann, Cambridge appeared before Committee not complaining that Cambridge 
doesn’t get LRT but the concerns he has with the consultant reports.  He pointed out that 
anytime you invite the public to speak that is a referendum.  He noted that right now the system 
is bias and it isn’t an efficient and effective transportation system for the price of 800 million 
dollars.   He asked that the Region provide a transit system that gets a second car off the road 
and highlighted the proposed LRT won’t run near the biggest employers in the Region such as 
Toyota and that LRT will never serve the needs of the working population.     

 
17. Jack Connell, Cambridge appeared before Committee expressing concerns with the current 
proposal of LRT.  He highlighted the astronomical cost and asked how much money was being 
contributed by the real benefactors.  He asked what changes are being made to the traffic 
gridlock that occurs on other roads and streets and the concern of emergency vehicles.  He 
noted with LRT there is no flexibility for change.   A copy of his presentation is appended to the 
original minutes. 

 
18. Derek Satnik and Denis Pellerin representing Community Renewable Energy Waterloo 
(CREW) appeared before Committee.  Denis Pellerin began the presentation stating several 
reasons why they are not in favour of a referendum.  They provided a brief history of CREW and 
a review of recent polls and media.  They highlighted that current proposals are inadequate for 
several reasons.  They stated that all people support transit but argue about the costs, routing 
and infrastructure impacts.  They asked that consideration for Aerorail to be included in the 
options and provided a few recommendations.    A copy of the presentation is appended to the 
original minutes.  

 
19. Greg Bobier, Waterloo Wellington, Dufferin and Grey Building and Construction Trades 
Council, Waterloo appeared before Committee in support of LRT for the construction value to 
this community, the moving of people, economy, and the impact on the environment.  He 
highlighted that LRT will result in hundreds of jobs noting that government money will be spent 
and used here and people will stay in this community.  He asked that Council prequalify 
contractors to help stay within the budget, focusing energy on doing the job right and on time 
will save money. 

 
20. Rahul Racharla, Kitchener appeared before Committee questioning what is the purpose of 
rapid transit.  He highlighted rapid transit options; the definition of light rail transit, advantages of 
LRT, and disadvantages of LRT.  He recommended that Regional Council turn down the current 
plan for LRT.  He provided several reasons for his lack of support of LRT.  A copy of his 
presentation is appended to the original minutes. 

 
21. Andrew Hilliard, Waterloo appeared before Committee stating he is a life long resident of the 
Region and founder of wonderfulwaterloo.com.  He highlighted that the Region is a strong 
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community and strong confident communities build rail base transit networks.  He provided 
many statistics on employment rates and building permits.  He noted that the Region is not a 
small town anymore and that it is one of the strongest places to live.  He invited everyone to 
Speakers Corner in Kitchener on Saturday, June 11th, 2011 at noon for Rally for Rails.   

 
22. Aaron Thorpe, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating things are changing; 
generations are changing with different priorities.  He indicated that efficiency and speed is not 
as much of a concern, taking a few extra minutes to travel by transit isn’t such an issue.   He 
encouraged the Committee to think about the future and see how things are changing and how 
people’s priorities are changing.     

 
23. Richard Hobson, Waterloo appeared before Committee stating that LRT does nothing for 
Cambridge and feels Cambridge should be treated the same.  He highlighted that LRT is terrific 
for Kitchener, bad for Waterloo and does nothing for Cambridge.  He highlighted Brampton, 
Ontario’s rapid transit program.  He noted the similarities in both cities and explained 
Brampton’s rapid transit program and how it operates.  He provided 4 key points as to why 
Brampton’s model would work for the Region of Waterloo; flexibility, low risk, incremental, and 
affordable.   

 
24. Patrick Lam, Waterloo appeared before Committee in support LRT.  He asked what kind of 
Region we want to be. He provided a brief history of his background noting he lived in Montreal 
and Boston and both have good transit systems.  He provided benefits of LRT over BRT and 
noted that LRT promotes development.  He stated that the cost of LRT is the cost of one tank of 
gas.    He stated that he is opposed to a referendum.  

 
Committee took a 10 minute break. 

 
25. Mike Boos, Kitchener appeared before Committee noting he moved here in 2003 and since 
then transit has improved and iXpress has helped with success as well as simple service 
improvements.  He highlighted that LRT is preferred, recent polls support LRT and noted buses 
will not be able to meet demands and asked Council to look into the future and what is built 
today will be here for our children and children’s children, and break the cycle of car 
dependency.  He stated he was opposed to a referendum and urged Council to implement the 
LRT. 

 
26. Jamie Grant, Centre in the Square, Kitchener appeared in support of LRT. He noted that 
LRT will help bring audiences to the Centre in the Square for afternoon shows.  He stated he 
was against a referendum and noted that the Region’s transit system needed to be fixed.  He 
indicated his son finds it quicker to take transit from the Region to Toronto than within the 
Region itself.  He asked that a change to be made and implement LRT.  
 
27. Craig Bailey and John Fagg, Cambridge appeared before Committee stating LRT is not new 
technology.  They highlighted that Mississauga has grown without LRT and suggested another 
option, Aerobus.  They briefly talked about the benefits of the Aerobus and asked that Council 
make a decision that is fair, connects all 3 cities and create a Grand River Transit system we all 
can be proud of.  A copy of the presentation is appended to the original minutes.      

 
28. Duncan Clemens, Kitchener appeared before Committee concerned with the future of the 
Region and how to manage our growth and stated LRT is about the health of the community.  
He pointed out that he has only heard a few alternatives for those against LRT.  He highlighted 
that Waterloo Region is unique and the more roads built, the more damage we will do to our 
water supply.  He noted the Region has support from the Federal and Provincial Governments 
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to build a future of the Region that will allow the Region to be competitive on the international 
stage.    

 
29. Anne Childs, and on behalf of Mary-Lou Sohagena, and Helena Tollar, Waterloo 
acknowledging the need for improved public transit but strongly oppose LRT.  She provided 
several reasons for opposing LRT; cost, population, technology, convenience, and traffic 
congestion.  She highlighted that Grand River Transit needs improvement but that LRT is not 
flexible enough.  She discussed who benefits from the proposed LRT and noted their support of 
a referendum. A copy of her presentation is appended to the original minutes.  

 
30. Sean Madden, Wilfred Laurier University Students Union and Natalie Cockburn, Vice 
President, Education for the Federation of Students appeared before Committee thanking the 
Region for sending Nancy Button, Director of Rapid Transit to the University for an information 
session. They highlighted that LRT supports the growth of the Region and allows students to 
have options to where they can live and work in the Region.  They thanked the Region for 
allowing them to be stakeholders in this decision and noted that they do not support a 
referendum but support LRT. 

 
31. Beth McCosh, Waterloo appeared before Committee expressing concerns with LRT.  She 
highlighted that she has lived in Waterloo Region for 43 years and applauds Regional Council 
for making excellent decisions in our past with the exception of Ira Needles Boulevard.  She 
stated that Regional Council will be deciding on the largest expenditure of our tax dollars in over 
100 years She highlighted that not all Councillors will be voting on this extremely controversial 
decision but will still influence the votes of the others.  She expressed her concerns with the 
remaining Coucillors voting on this costly project. She urged Councillors to hear the residents 
opposed to LRT and applauded Mayor Brenda Halloran for asking for a referendum. 

 
32. Bob Verdun, Kitchener appeared before Committee noting his love for good transit 
highlighting that when transit works it works.  He stated that rail transit can not be justified in the 
Region noting we do not have the urban form, we have 3 cities and stating the City got rid of the 
trolley because it wasn’t flexible enough.   He highlighted that the first ROP directed growth on 
the spine of the Region and stated that downtown Kitchener is no further ahead.  He provided 
several reasons why LRT would not work and recommended looking at different technology like 
the Aerobus or another alternative using blackberry technology with bus on demand or transit 
on demand.    

  
33. Berry Vrbanovic, Kitchener appeared before Committee highlighting that he is a City 
Councillor and voted against the referendum noting Councillors are elected to make decisions.  
He stated that LRT was a big issue in the last election and pointed out that residents under 45 
supported LRT and residents over 45 didn’t support LRT.  He talked about Portland and their 
transit system and highlighted that people will ride rail before buses and that this is really about 
what type of community the Region wants to be.  He provided many reasons for LRT and asked 
Regional Council to have the leadership and courage to support this. 

 
34. Brooke Ashfield, Knox Church, Waterloo appeared before Committee noting that they just 
built a new church with a concert hall and that this Sunday will be the first service in that new 
church.  He stated that they choose the location of the church because of convenience and the 
needs of the congregation.  He highlighted that acoustics are vital and the noise of the LRT is 
unknown addition to the traffic flow.  He stated some people in his congregation are for LRT and 
some are against but his main concern was sound pollution and how it will affect his church. 

 
Chair Wideman noted that staff will meet with him to discuss this noise concerns.  
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35. Andre Arsenault, Waterloo appeared before Committee stating he feels confident with the 
research that has been done on LRT and supports it.  He talked about his experiences using 
transit in Rome and New Zealand noting he relied on transit heavily.  He also highlighted the 
challenges he experienced in Rome. He pointed out that public transit is in high demand where 
cost of gas prices continues to rise.  He highlighted that LRT is better for the environment and 
will attract families.  A copy of his presentation is appended to the original minutes. 

 
36. Brenden Sherratt, Kitchener did not appear as a delegation 

 
37. Matthew Piggott, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating he and his wife want to live 
in a community with clean air and support LRT option L3b.  He provided a  framework, what 
does the community need: people of good faith, not falling victim, and making the choice to not 
have a referendum and vote yes to LRT.  A copy of his presentation is appended to the original 
minutes.  
 
38. Darcy Casselman, Waterloo appeared before Committee stating he loves living in Waterloo 
Region and doesn’t want the Region to become a Mississauga.  He highlighted that Waterloo 
Region is growing fast and talked about the problems Ottawa is having with their transit system.  
He indicated that BRT does not help with intensification and that people want to live and build 
around rail.  He highlight that in 2009 Council chose LRT and although he is in favour of LRT he 
prefers option 1a, shorten the route to Ottawa Street.  He stated he is not in favour of higher 
property taxes and feels Council should strongly pursue Development Charges and tax 
increment financing.    

 
39. Andrew Dodds, Waterloo appeared before Committee stating we need to offer a choice and 
an alternative when it comes to transit. He highlighted City of Ottawa’s transit problems.  He 
pointed out that 14 of 19 high schools have special GRT bus service, that there are 35,000 
annual bus passes sold to our high school students, another 25,000 monthly passes, 2.6 million 
in ridership, LRT is required to make transit service better.  He asked Regional Council not to 
waste another generation.   
 
40. Adam Cyr, Kitchener appeared before Committee highlighting his experiences with transit in 
the past 25 years.  He stated that LRT will be the most affordable, provide quality service and 
will attract riders.  He asked who do we want to be as a Region and we need to be a community 
that pulls together.   

 
41. Jason Locklin, Kitchener did not appear as a delegation. 

 
42. Sean Simpson, Ipsos-Reid, Toronto did not appear as a delegation. 

 
43. Corrie Kessler, Kitchener appeared before Committee highlighting her experience with 
transit in her travels.  She stated she frequently travels from Kitchener to Cambridge and takes 
iXpress which can take up to one hour.  She highlighted the need for LRT and pointed out that 
this Region has something different as it moves towards what’s new and would love to call this 
home and asked that the leaders be leaders. 

 
44. James Huxted, Kitchener appeared before Committee opposed to the transit plan as it is 
proposed.  He provided a definition of rapid transit and stated LRT does not meet the criteria.  
He noted that rapid transit will not be faster than the iXpress.  He asked that the Region look at 
the expansion of the existing service and expanding certain routes.  He also suggested looking 
at an alternative route and alternative technology.  He expressed his concerns with traffic 
slowing down on King Street and the commercial traffic on King Street.  He strongly urged 
Council to vote no against the current proposal.   
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45. Margaret Shoesmith, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating that she would like to 
continue to live in this Region and is in favour of option L3 however she also pointed out that 
she is interested in learning more about the Aerorail.  She highlighted that she shares concerns 
of both sides of the argument.  She asked Council to take a step back and consider all the 
options and consider this a next step not a step back.  

 
46. Harvey McLean, Cambridge appeared before Committee stating that if there is a need for 
rapid transit than this should be planned many years in advance to save for it.  He asked that 
we start running our municipalities the way we run our homes, buy it when we can afford it not 
before.  He highlighted that seniors are on a fixed income and won’t be able to afford LRT.  He 
stated that if the Region wants to be pedestrian friendly to install more sidewalks.   

 
47. Greg Durocher, CEO, Cambridge Chamber of Commerce appeared before Committee not 
opposed to the consideration of enhanced transit service.  He highlighted that enhancements 
still need to be made to road transportation as well.  He expressed concerns with economic 
development and intensification with LRT and BRT.  He stated that Cambridge deserves 
fairness and noted that the cost is a concern plus the tax increase is forever. 

 
48. Norman Knutson, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating he respects the challenging 
decision Council has to make and appreciates all the time staff has dedicated.  He noted he 
understands the wide spread desire to prosper and grow but costs vs. revenues, affordability for 
residents and appropriateness are still concerns. He highlighted that ridership is important for 
LRT; operating costs will drop dramatically with increased ridership.  He stated that the high 
tech community is behind LRT and wishes them success because what the future looks like 
today could be quite different when we get there.  He noted his support of the referendum and 
BRT. A copy of his presentation is appended to the original minutes. 

 
49. Iain Klugman, Communitech appeared before Committee commending Councillors for their 
commitment to serve in public office and thanked them for what they do.  He highlighted that the 
Region needs to make bold decisions like choosing to build the expressway and asked that they 
learn from the decisions made in other cities like Ottawa and Calgary.  He highlighted what LRT 
will bring to the downtown in all 3 cities; build a great community, allow the Region to be 
competitive with other big cities, position us better in Canada and to attract the talent to the 
cities.  He stated supporting LRT will transform this community.   

 
50. Michael Cai, Shalon appeared before Committee highlighting he has worked in transit the 
last 2 years and believes rapid transit systems will work but does not think LRT will work for the 
Region at this point.  He stated his support for BRT and asked that as businesses grow than 
build rapid ways or dedicated lanes for BRT.  He also noted that iXpress is similar to a BRT bus.  

 
51. Glen Clyne, Kitchener noted his main concern is with the cost of the LRT and that projects 
go over budget.  He highlighted that the Region will be the smallest to implement a LRT with 
only a 10% ridership expected for LRT.  He stated that money spent on LRT could be spent on 
parks, bike trails and the Centre in the Square.    

 
52. Dave Kresky, Kitchener appeared before Committee not supporting LRT but supports a 
referendum.  He expressed his concerns with remaining Councillors making the decision on 
LRT.  He highlighted that he does not want to pay for transit when he doesn’t use it.  He stated 
that students have the most disposable income and should not receive discounts.  He 
highlighted that big city transit bring big city costs.   
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53. Brad Bradford, Kitchener appeared before Committee noting he was pleased to see LRT on 
twitter.  He briefly touched on the demographics.  He highlighted that baby boomers are getting 
older, pressure on health care and what we need to create is a community that will allow seniors 
to remain in their residences and rely on transit.  He stated excellent transit is a key piece and 
everyone benefits from LRT.  He highlighted that a referendum is not needed; public input has 
been available with over 130 sessions were offered.  He stated he is largely in favour of LRT 
and asked that on June 15, 2011 Regional Council show leadership. 

 
54. Bill Reitzel, Breslau appeared before Committee indicating Kitchener made a mistake by 
getting rid of trolleys.  He highlighted that LRT is good for the environment.  He stated that we 
must look at the future and be innovative and creative by using the funds that are available to 
us.   

 
55. Cameron Dearlove, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating he believes strongly in 
LRT because LRT would drastically improve the transit service by creating a society with more 
equality of opportunity.  He highlighted that one of the major factors in job-searching is access 
to transportation, this is a factor overlooked by car-owners.  He pointed out that low-wage 
earners and new immigrants rely heavily on public transportation.  He urged Regional Council to 
reject the calls for a referendum and vote yes to LRT.  

 
56. Steve Slute, Waterloo appeared before Committee noting he is a cyclist and rides his bike 
all year round.  He highlighted that with the population of the Region increasing that requires 
everything else to increase; water demands, policing, schools, medical personal, landfills and 
more and asked how LRT will help with those demands.  He stated that the politicians need to 
get the Region out of debt by going to a cash only economy.  He noted that he is not in favour of 
LRT but is in favour of the flexibility of buses and bus lanes. A copy of his presentation is 
appended to the original minutes. 

 
57. Councillor Ben Tucci, City of Cambridge appeared before Committee highlighting business 
as usual is not an option and that he supports LRT but does do not support the technology and 
routes proposed because it leaves Cambridge out of the Region.  He read the motion passed at 
the City of Cambridge on May 9, 2011.  He stated he has heard all the advantages of LRT over 
BRT and asked why Cambridge is getting BRT. 

 
58. Dave Onishenko, Waterloo appeared before Committee noting he moved from Edmonton 
and chose the Region because of the innovation and he knew this was the culture he wanted to 
be a part of.  He highlighted that staff have spent years doing the research.  He provided a 
history of Edmonton and the transit service there.  He stated Regional Council has an 
opportunity to create a legacy and he supports LRT. 

 
59. Bruno Valente, Kitchener did not appear as a delegation. 

 
60. Kay Wentzell, Waterloo did not appear as a delegation. 

 
61. Laszlo Bori, Kitchener did not appear as a delegation. 

 
62. Domenic Mazza, Kitchener did not appear as a delegation. 
 
63. Arvo Ranni, Kitchener appeared before Committee noting he saw a pattern in the media and 
felt the need to come and speak.  He pointed out there is a lot of rationalizing and not a lot of 
reasoning and it’s important to make a distinction between the two.  He stated he was not 
convinced a case can be made for LRT at this time.  
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NEXT MEETING - Wednesday, June 1, 2011, 6:00 p.m. 
 
ADJOURN 
 
MOVED by J. Haalboom 
SECONDED by L. Armstrong 
 
THAT the meeting adjourn at 12:05 a.m. 
 
 CARRIED 
 
 
COMMITTEE CHAIR, J. Wideman 
 
COMMITTEE CLERK, E. Flewwelling 
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Growth



Costs of Business-as-Usual

No rapid transit

• Road expansion 
costs of $1.4 to 
$1.5 billion

• More lanes, more 
congestion in 
mature areas

With rapid transit

• Road expansion costs 
reduced by $400 to 
$500 million

• Provincial & Federal 
funding up to $565 
million



February-March and April-May 
Public Consultation

• 25 public events
– 17 public consultation centres
– 8 information booths

• Over 1900 people signed in
• Over 1600 comments submitted



Rapid transit

is preferred

over business-as-usual



LRT

is preferred

over BRT



Stage 1
Preliminary Preferred
Rapid Transit Implementation Option



Stage 2
Rapid Transit System



Next Steps

July-Sept:Environmental Project Report

June 15:  Council approval

Oct:  beginTransit Project Assessment

May 31/June 1:  public input meetings



Questions?



 
 
Good evening Chair Wideman, Councillors, staff and guests.  My name is Deb Swidrovich and I 
live on Wilmot Line in the City of Waterloo. 
 
As many of you know, the Wilmot Line is considered a countryside line – a line that divides the 
protected countryside from encroachment by the City (and certainly if anyone feels the effects of 
sprawl over the Waterloo Moraine, it is the residents in my neighbourhood in the northwest corner 
of the City of Waterloo). 
 
For months, and actually for years, Regional Council and staff worked alongside a number of 
people, many of them key stakeholders, some of whom are in this room tonight to establish the 
environmentally-sensitive designated lands, and particularly the Laurel Creek ESL in our area. 
 
It was an arduous exercise challenged on all sides, and one that we continue to work on, but we 
knew that the endangered and threatened species that are abundant in this area, the farm fields 
and natural heritage of the neighbouring townships, and the headwaters of Laurel Creek had to 
be protected from future sprawl.  It was divisive, sometimes collaborative, often difficult, but in the 
end the decisions had to be made not only by Regional Council but by every council chamber in 
the region, and especially tough for the City of Waterloo that has almost no land left. 
 
It was also very important that we have a unanimous decision by all councils to support the ESLs 
as we went into the challenges at the OMB hearings.   That can’t be understated, and especially 
now when our Regional staff and lawyers are preparing for the OMB challenges to the whole 
Official Plan of which rapid transit is very much a part.  And let’s remember that this is an official 
plan that was council approved, along with the present Master Transportation Plan; both of which 
I suspect most of the general public have not read.  Even in our group of very dedicated 
environmentalists, there are just a few who can say that they have read the plans cover to cover, 
and understand how they are dependent upon the other to work. 
 
And this is the reason I stand before you tonight to express my support for light rail transit, the 
only form of rapid transit that I believe will help hold that countryside line, and why I have 
concerns with a request for a referendum. 
 
Light Rail Transit will encourage the development of the downtown core like no other.  It has 
proven in other communities to attract a certain type of developer, developers that will provide the 
sustainable, high-density, intensified living spaces that we will need, especially in the City of 
Waterloo.  We don’t have a lot of land left – we have to get creative and quickly because the 
people are coming, to the tune of half again our present population. 
 
So, it is important that we have a system in place that will accommodate growth; exponential 
growth that is a reality and that the province downloads upon us – perhaps in the future we can 
address that responsibility, but certainly not now.  Whatever we do, we must be proactive, and 
from a cost-efficient, value-driven, and environmental standpoint, it means putting the hard rails 
into the ground, something permanent that these developers and investors can take to the bank.  
That is what is needed to attract the great developers to this area – not to encourage growth but 
to handle the numbers that are here now and are coming. 
 
We’ll also need proper planning.  We will need to work to ensure that our downtown areas will be 
able to provide accommodation and amenities to the business community, families, seniors and 
singles.  We will need the restaurants, the anchor stores, businesses, pharmacies, doctors, 
schools, entertainment, etc.   When I attend conferences with speakers from communities who 
have been successful in the development of thriving downtown cores, and from the research I 
have done on this topic over the years, the underlying message is that if you design a downtown 
area with effective transportation and the amenities needed to accommodate families, it will also 
provide for all the other residents of the downtown core.  This will become the homes of the future 



for some (families included) as the subdivisions we see now become the outdated living spaces 
of the past. 
 
Who will ride the light rail transit?  Well, I certainly will, but likely not often because I live in a rural 
area, and I don’t expect that those people who are accustomed to driving their cars into town from 
the subdivisions will either, at least not very much until they find themselves without a vehicle.  
But this auto-dependent mindset will not change if we do not help it to change.  We cannot 
approach this issue without our minds to the environment and we cannot look at just our 
immediate needs; we should be looking at the next 7 generations. 
 
And to most of us, that is not fossil-fuel polluting, expensive, low-capacity public transit.  It is not 
expensive roads, and potholes and more salt pollution that we need.  It is not a system that 
requires more gravel pits and transportation of road material.  Nor is it one that produces more 
heat and exhaust pollution that will only add to the escalating abysmal air quality that requires our 
immediate attention.  The environmental benefits in air quality alone is a reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions of 22,300 tonnes per year by 2031 (virtually twice that of bus rapid transit).  But, 
what light rail transit will authentically achieve is – provide efficient, cost-benefits, a truly livable 
community, effective transportation for those who use public transit now, and those who will use it 
in the future.  In Toronto 13% of the public on any given day use the subway; that’s a lot of traffic 
off anyone’s roads! 
 
We need council to make a decision.  You have garnered the respect of your community.  They 
have voted you in because they believe that you will make decisions that will serve them and their 
children’s children well into the future.  You have staff at your disposal to answer your questions.  
You have knowledge of the Official Plan and the Master Transportation Plan, and you understand 
the nuances and consequences of your decisions. 
 
But I’m not convinced that the majority of the public does.  How many in this room have read the 
Regional Official Plan? How many have read the Master Transportation Plan?  Hopefully those 
who are discussing this issue tonight have researched, along with a lot of other information 
needed to make an educated decision.  There is much more to this than whether or not a home 
owners tax rates go up by $25.00 per year. 
 
I was involved in two referendums last year. I sat on the anti-fluoride and anti-merger steering 
committees. When we went door to door, it was our experience that most people did not know 
what was being put into their water, or the ramifications of merger discussions.  It required a great 
deal of education to get the public up to speed on both issues.  And then even with a 33% 
turnout, it wasn’t legally binding.  On top of that 180 days prior to the vote, staff and council are 
required under the Act to step back and cease anything that could be connoted as campaigning 
to the posed ballot question.  So… citizens are left on their own. 
 
It took at least 8 months of concentrated effort and years of even more background work to get 
the information out there.  It was costly in terms of time and money for the grassroots people who 
were involved in the debates, and to this day, we are still feeling the ramifications of such a 
taxing, intense stand.  As you may know, our councillors and staff were effectively muzzled, we 
had to fight to be heard in public places, and struggled to get the venues and debates that were 
promised.  It pitted neighbours against neighbours, and quite frankly took a toll on the contributing 
civic-minded people who show up time and time again at these council chambers, who offer their 
input regularly at council on matters such as this and a myriad of other issues.  It would be a 
shame to lose these wonderful citizens (on both sides of the argument) who do this work year 
after year without pay, and who will only feel the toll of back to back referendums. 
 
This issue shouldn’t be handled by a referendum -- it’s too complex.  By doing so, you will 
effectively put yourself in the same position as those who have a conflict of interest.  You will not 
be able to contribute to the conversation or express an opinion. 
 



I want this vote to stay in the hands of those who truly know all the background information.  Your 
staff and citizens need you to show leadership and support for our Regional Official Plan and our 
Master Transportation Plan.  We need you to truly look at this as the environmental issue that it 
is, and make the right decision to support an LRT system, which in my opinion, means rails from 
Cambridge to RIM.  And if we cannot get that done in this first round, then at least rails in the 
ground immediately with a firm commitment to include Cambridge in the very near future. 
 
We’ve put our trust in you, and we need you to make a decision, not put this to a referendum, and 
not to abstain from voting if a referendum is turned down.  If we truly believe in putting the 
“Environment First” as does my City of Waterloo, Light Rail Transit is an important piece of the 
puzzle and the best option to address the far more reaching costs of environmental degradation.  











Rapid Growth Requires Rapid 
Transit 

Kevin Thomason



























































































































































































































To advance the environmental 
sustainability of organizations 

across Waterloo Region through 
collaboration

Sustainable Waterloo Region-Wide LRT



Facilitates voluntary target-
setting and reductions of carbon 

emissions in organizations across 
Waterloo Region.

Sustainable Waterloo Region-Wide LRT



2 
years

4 
years

6 
years

8 
years

10 
years

Gold 20% 34% 44% 52% 60%+

Silver 10% 20% 28% 35% 40%+

Bronze 5% 10% 14% 17% 20%+

Sustainable Waterloo Region-Wide LRT



Sustainable Waterloo 
supports L3b but prefers the 

region-wide L9 option.

Sustainable Waterloo Region-Wide LRT



• LRT is affordable: L3 is $2.35 cheaper than BAU

• Jobs will be created in station areas

• Significant GHG reductions to be achieved

Sustainable Waterloo Region-Wide LRT



•Talented recruits want quality transit

•Employee commuting comprises 24% of RCI member 

organizations’ footprints

•Limits need for expensive and unproductive parking 

lots

Sustainable Waterloo Region-Wide LRT



Sustainable Waterloo 
supports L3b but prefers the 

region-wide L9 option.

Sustainable Waterloo Region-Wide LRT



 

 

May 31, 2011 
 
Hello.  My name is Birgit Lingenberg and I have lived in Kitchener most of the time since 1990.  I am a 
single mother and have one child who is disabled with neurofibromatosis NF1 (www.nfon.ca). 
 
I live in the downtown core of Kitchener and plan to stay living there mainly because of the excellent bus 
transportation right at my front door. 
 
Today’s economy means many people are out of work and it will get much worse before it gets better.  We 
just have too many people for the amount of jobs available in many parts of Ontario. 
 
I believe that the light rail transit will cost quite a bit of money in taxes and in fees for the people who will 
be able to afford to use it.  Not everyone will be able to afford to use it.  It will only be able to transport 
people on a limited route and to a few places. 
 
Why not look ahead to the future and the severe economic downturn we will be in for several years to come 
and add more buses to the ones we have now?  We need Sunday service on several bus routes including the 
#2, #4, #6, #14, #15, #16, #18, #19, #21, #22, #23, #24, #29, #31, #32, #33, #35, and #73 routes to name a 
few.  The #7 bus route also is overcrowded many times of the day and it would be useful to have more #7 
buses running from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. from Monday to Friday.  We could use more IXPRESS buses 
too.  They are almost always very full with standing room only.  What about adding some more routes so 
that people do not have to walk for 15 minutes to catch a bus?  More people would consider using our 
Grand River Transit system if there were reliable and frequent buses running near to where they are going to 
and coming from. 
 
What about people with strollers and groceries and handicapped people such as my daughter?  Often it is 
standing room only on certain routes such as the #7 and the IXPRESS bus.  This is not very good.  More 
and more people are selling their cars and opting to use the bus.  How can someone with tumors in their 
brain and brain stem or someone with vertigo be expected to stand from the downtown bus terminal to 
Fairview Park Mall?  Have you ever been standing on a bus and a person is using two seats?  One seat is for 
their body and one for their groceries.  And if you ask them to sit down beside them they give you a hard 
time about it. 
 
Could the buses be designed and built differently in order to accommodate the strollers, the groceries, and 
the handicapped people?  What about double length buses like in Mississauga?  This would be a great 
option for our busier routes, such as the #7. 
 
I believe that we need a much more efficient bus service together with another alternative called the 
monorail system which I have experienced many times in Germany.  In Germany it is called the 
Schwebebahn.  It runs on rails above the ground and has frequent stops and is never delayed due to road 
construction or traffic delays or the construction of buildings. This would be a great alternative for fast, 
efficient and high tech transportation.  Building a monorail system would involve having access to a large 
amount of space to build fairly frequent stations on a route that would be quite long – perhaps from 
Cambridge to Waterloo.  Running the monorail down Weber St. in Waterloo and Kitchener would be an 
option for the space needed. 
 
I have read in the library archives that there used to be an electric train service in Kitchener years ago and 
that it did not do very well at all and thus, they got rid of it. 
 
Waiting for a reliable, reasonably priced, high tech transportation system, 
 
Birgit Lingenberg 

http://www.nfon.ca/
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Agenda

• Context & History

• Review of the recent polls & media

• Why the current proposals are inadequate

• Ideologies vs. reality

• We can satisfy all parties

• Referendum?

• Recommendations
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CREW

• Community Renewable Energy Waterloo

• Local non-profit, ~1200 members, demo-neut

• a network of knowledgeable advocates, early 
adopters and interested citizens who initiate, 
resource and support local projects:

– Energy conservation and sustainable use of energy

– Green buildings

– Sustainable living (including transit, local food, etc)
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CREW’s Transit Policy Team
• Derek Satnik, P.Eng., LEED® AP, CREW’s Policy Leader

– Multiply awarded nationally recognized expert in sustainable community 
design. Contributing author of LEED, ENERGY STAR, Solar Ready, Built Green, 
Net-Zero, Ontario’s Green Energy Act, and more. Formerly employed with the 
Toronto Transit Commission (TTC), and has experience with L/HRT.

• Denis Pellerin, CREW Member
– Real Estate professional with Coldwell Banker Peter Benninger Realty. Extensive 

expertise in property valuation, community planning impacts, and a long 
personal history of volunteerism on Kitchener economic & planning 
committees.

• Glen Woolner, CREW Director
– Awarded leader for long personal history of volunteerism on Kitchener 

economic, planning and advisory committees, Regional housing committees. 
Graduate of Leadership Waterloo Region. Personal/CREW involvement in the 
Region’s transit evaluation efforts since 2002.
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Context & History

• Discussion since the ‘90s

• Formal work progressing since ’00s

• CREW involved since 2002

• EA process undertaken: focussed on 
reurbanization and accommodating growth

• Much public consultation on BRT / LRT, little 
on alternatives

• Peaked public interest around key votes, eg: 
now
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Review of the recent polls & media

• Ipsos-Reid is credible: shows fragmenting

• Others are less so, or simply not (eg: hidden funders)

• Kitchener Council supports a referendum?

• Manufactured Consent:
– Many public forums, but asking what?

– No input in which options should be shortlisted

– No opportunity to discuss other than BRT vs LRT

– Questions pre-define eligible answers

• KW Record poll on Aerorail showed 45% support, 
without educating readers on benefits
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Current Proposals are Inadequate

• None are rapid

• Both displace infrastructure

• BRT insufficient long term

• LRT expensive, slow, intrusive

• Construction impact on business

• City concerns: emergency response complicated

• Externalities: expropriations, u/g services,…

• No BRT/LRT ever finish on budget or on time
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Ideologies vs. Reality

• “Do nothing” – costs more than all options

• BRT costs less – bandaid solution: net cost is more 
when we need to replace it later

• LRT is visionary – but expensive, slow, incompatible 
with existing infrastructure. Vision needs to work.

• It’s not enough to talk about future generations and 
the tech sector: tech is important/exciting, but is a 
small part of our total local economy. Seniors matter. 
The development industry matters. The services 
industries matter. Overruns = debt now = pain later.
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We can Satisfy All Parties

• All support transit, but argue about costs, 
routing, and infrastructure impacts

• Consider Aerorail

– costs less than BRT, better than LRT (see appendix)

– suspension based LRT (SLRT)

– Above grade: truly additional infrastructure

– Can be amended into the EA for LRT and build 
upon all work done to date

– Can be built much more quickly: 6-9 mos.
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Why was Aerorail Excluded

• Hastily dismissed: Aerobus (OEM) was never 
called. CREW has been challenging this since ‘02

• Improper understanding of design and cost: 
regional staff do not understand above grade 
construction (no experience)

• Lack of experience on the consulting team (EA 
deemed under-qualified: poor results, eventually 
reworked, but not publicized)

• No good reason!
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Referendum?

• If yes, then ask fair and proper questions:
– Q1: Do you believe that the Region of Waterloo will need additional 

public transit resources to accommodate anticipated population 
growth?

– Q2: Should Regional Council approve the preferred option for aBRT? // 
Q3: Should Regional Council approve the currently preferred option 
for LRT (option L3)?

– Q4: Should Regional Council perform a feasibility study to determine 
whether Aerorail should be considered as an alternate 
implementation of LRT?

• Instead, cheaper to do an online survey. Could be 
online by next Council mtg, results by mtg. after.
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Recommendations

• No Referendum

• Do an online survey

• Endorse LRT, but conditional upon including a 
proper assessment of Aerorail as an LRT tech

• Direct staff to urgently commence a proper
feasibility study of Aerorail, and require them 
to hire a consultant with experience in 
Aerorail (eg: Polx West), peer reviewed by 
another
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Appendix: 
Intro. To Aerorail 
• Benefits of Aerorail

• History of Aerorail

• Parts of the System

• Typical Concerns/Misconceptions

• Valid Concerns That Can be Solved

• About Cambridge
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Benefits of Aerorail

• CREW believes Aerorail (by Aerobus) presents 
great promise:

– More economical than BRT, and yet more 
functional than LRT

– Truly rapid (to build, and to use)

– Flexible, truly additional infrastructure

– Innovative: suits our region & will attract riders

– Business opportunities
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Benefits of Aerorail: Flexibility

• Can be at grade, above 
grade, or building integrated.

• Capacity suitable for current 
ridership and future growth 
(5,000 rides/hr each way like 
BRT, up to 20,000 like LRT)

• Spans up to 609.6 m (2000 ft.) between supports
• True multiplication of infrastructure (no impact on 

grade level traffic, coordinating with intersections, etc)
• No restrictions on routing (ie: it actually is rapid)
• Simpler dedicated “lanes” to satellite nodes (eg: 

townships): support pylons only, no grading/roadwork
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Benefits of Aerorail: Economics

• LRT ~$35M/km, BRT costs ~$20M/km, Aerorail 
~$10-15/km.

• BRT/LRT impose many additional costs now 
classed as externalities (eg: the $50M rail crossing 
upgrade at Weber to accommodate displaced 
traffic on King): risk of externalities is much 
reduced with above-grade Aerorail

• Local job creation (manufacturing, labour, … 
everything but the space-grade body shell)

• Tourism
• Opportunity for international ownership
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Benefits of Aerorail: Social

• Better use of Taxpayer dollars: pay less for more

• Better use of street space: no business interference

• Simpler and less invasive: reduce construction times, 
costs, impact on businesses and disruption to street 
traffic

• Goes hand-in-hand with the report from 
Communitech (May 9 ) on attracting talent

• Aerorail is attractive and effective: entrench Region 
as an advanced place to work and live.
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History

• Wuppertal Schwebebahn (running since 1824)

• Aerobus founded 1970 in Switzerland

• First project ran harmlessly through an ecological 
reserve in Zurich, 1970 (ie: it’s quiet, safe, & benign)

• Bought by US in 1987

• Recognized by UMTA 
in 1992 as “favoured 
suspended light rail 
technology”
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Parts Needed to Build a System

• Lots of steel:
– Suspended Cable (think suspension bridge cables)

– Pylons (think bridge supports)

– Vehicle framing

• Motors & electrical

• Seats & interior finishes

• All above can be manufactured locally: local 
jobs keeps the $$ in the local economy

• NASA grade body shell (the only proprietary element)
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Typical Concerns/Misconceptions

Concern / Misconception

• Not safe

• Lightning protection

• Sway / sea-sickness

• View into local residences

• Public Acceptance (NIMBY?)

Truth

• Accident free @ 
Schwebebahn for >90yrs 

• Same as LRT, but easier

• Two cables: no sway

• Too high: busses are worse 
(and only when in res. areas)

• 45% (>260) of the Record’s 
respondents say Aerobus 
should be considered here
(enough to win maj. gov!)
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Valid Concerns Can be Solved

• There isn’t a modern system that we can visit

• Older technology is well proven (Montreal, 
Mannheim Germany, Schwebebahn since 1824)

• All subsystems have been proven (motors, 
structural cables, doors… fairly simple really)

• Malaysia is under construction: will be complete in 
~12 mos.

• Not done locally, so do a pilot test first
(noting that it costs less than either BRT or LRT, so we can spend lots 
of “care” and “buffer” dollars and still come in well under budget)
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What about Cambridge?

• Insufficient ridership to justify LRT today, but how do 
we build ridership without it?

• Improper and unfair to ask Cambridge residents to 
pay for a system that only benefits KW for the first 
several years (maybe decades)

• Placing the proposed pilot project in Cambridge 
provides a tangible benefit that is worth investing in, 
making it reasonable for Cambridge to contribute 
dollars to the Regional transit expansion project.
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CREW Endorses…

• Light Rapid Transit

– BRT does not work long term

– LRT does not work for budgetary reasons

– Aerorail works now AND in the future

• If a Referendum, then include Aerorail 
(conditional upon a successful feas. study)

• Instead, do a proper study on Aerorail as our 
LRT and append the EA
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CREW Recommends…

• BRT doesn’t do all we need it to do: LRT costs too 
much. WE CAN HAVE THE BEST OF BOTH.

• Append the EA and add Aerorail as a form of Light 
Rail Transit (which it is: suspension based LRT)

• Allocate $150k for study of a pilot project
 Consider potential to leverage research funding from other 

governments, in addition to transit funding support

• Pending success of the study, install a pilot project 
from the Cambridge Centre to Fairview Park Mall
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 Rapid Transit Uses

o Commute from place of residence to place of 
employment with minimal time

o Enhance the region by moving tourist
o Move commuters from place of residence to 

shopping centres
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 Rapid Transit Systems 
Lightrail
Monorail
Underground or aboveground
Bus

 Articulating Bus
Motor Bus
Trolleybus

 Single decker
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Madrid light rail
Electrical overhang wires
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Articulating bus
Fossil fuel
Electric
Natural gas 
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Trolleybus
Uses electric overhangs
Comprised of single deck 
design that are linked by 
pivoted joint 
a higher passenger 
capacity, while still allowing 
the bus to manoeuvre 
adequately on the roads of 
its service route

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Road
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 Definition of Light Rail

form of urban rail public transportation generally has a lower capacity 
and lower speed than heavy rail and metro systems

longer form of tram that run on track

all transit service involve a trade off between speed and frequency of 
stops.  Light rail, bus rapid transit all forms of rapid tansit which 
generally signifies high speed and widely spaced stops

Maxium capacity of 150 passengers

Width of 10 ft

Length of 75 ft
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 Advantages – Light Rail

Unlike buses, but like trolleybuses, (electric) light rail give off no exhaust 
emissions at point of use.  

The noise of lightrail is generally perceived to be less disturbing.   
However, the use of solid axles with wheels fixed to them causes 
slippage between wheels and tracks when negotiating curves. This 
produces a characteristic squeal

In general, lightrail can provide a higher capacity service than buses

Multiple entrances allow lightrail to load faster than suburban coaches, 
which tend to have a single entrance. This, combined with swifter 
acceleration and braking, lets light rail maintain higher overall speeds 
than buses, if congestion allows

Passenger comfort is normally superior to buses because of controlled 
acceleration and braking and curve easement.

Lightrail can run on renewable electricity
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 Disadvantages – Light rail 

Light rail infrastructure occupies urban space at ground level, sometimes 
to the exclusion of other users, including cars

The capital cost is higher than for buses, even if the light rail usually has 
a much higher lifetime than a bus

Light rail can cause speed reduction for other transport modes(buses, 
cars) at stop signs or in the middle of the road where other traffic cannot 
pass whilst passengers board the lightrail

When operated in mixed traffic, light rail are more likely to be delayed by 
disruptions in their lane.  Buses can manoever around obstacles

Light rail are noisier than rubber-wheeled buses or trolleybuses when 
cornering

If there is a breakdown or accident or even roadwork and maintenance 
the whole section of the network is blocked.  Buses and trolleybuses can 
past blockages
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 Disadvantage

LRT requires permanent track which cannot be relocated
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 Buses (single decker)

Form of public transit the run on internal combustion engine

Can run on fossil fuel, natural gas,  or electricity

 Advantages

Inexpensive and efficient and can carry over 90 passengers

Additional buses can be added to handle extra capacity when needed

Dedicated lanes can be created to handle additonal capacity

Can reroute buses when there is a traffic jam or construction

Capital cost a lot lower to set up overhead electrical lines and bus stops

New routes can be created to handle additional routes
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 Disadvantages(single decker)

Pollution

Can slow the traffic if not dedicated line

Maintenance cost

 Advantages(Trolley bus)

Rapid simultaneous of boarding and disembarkation through more doors

Much large capacity 150+

Increase stability arising from lower center of gravity

No pollution, similar to LRT

Low capital cost 

Low service maintenance (electric)
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 Disadvantages(Trolley Buses)

Articulated buses is a long vehicle and requires a specially trained driver 
as manoeuvring can be difficult

The trailer section of the puller bus can be subject the centripetal forces 
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Stars are  major 
shopping center
Plus is the major 
employers
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Takes 20-25 
minutes  by car
Takes 1-2 hours 
for this route by 
transit
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 Current LRT Proposal

Total distance from conestogo mall to fairview mall is 15 KM

Initial cost estimate in 820M

Cost per KM is 54M 

Cost per person is $500(255M divided by 500,000)

 After project completion

Public works project cost is always not accurate

Conservative estimate is 1.5x the actual cost

Initial cost estimate is 1.2B

Cost per KM is 80M

Regional portion is 650M

Cost per person is $1300(650M divided by 500,000)
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 Beneficiaries of LRT

Homeowner on LRT line

Some businesses in downtown corridor

Student who live over 1-2 KM radius from university(UW  and WL)

Contractors of the project

Land owner on the main route

 Who will not benefit

Commuters of this region

Taxpayers of this region(outside of king street)



Region of Waterloo
Rapid Transit

 BRT trolleybus option

The capital cost of implementing BRT lines are cost-effective than LRT

Cost of BRT is 13.5M or less per KM for (Study done by the US 
government Accountability office)

Can add 60-70 km of line with BRT

Can add minimum of 6-7 major streets in this region

Dont need to reconstruct streets from installation



Region of Waterloo
Rapid Transit

 Conclusion and Recommendation
 Turn down the current plan for LRT
 Region does not have the population or concentration of 

business in the downtown to justify the implementation of LRT
 Current proposal is not sustainable for the future
 The figure provided by the region are inaccurate
 Cost of LRT per KM in not acceptable
 Region giving the approval to convert farmland to housing 
 Look at BRT with trolleybus
 BRT is sustainable and expandable as the region grows
 Region MAE has also confirmed that buses are cost effective 

and sustainable for the future









I support LRT!

Patrick Lam
Waterloo, Ontario

May 31, 2011

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 License.



What kind of Region do we want to be?

innovative, pedestrian-friendly, vibrant, urban,
healthy?

or,

car-dependent, sprawling, stuck in 1950s?



About me

1977–2000, 2007

2000–2006

2008–
(summer 1996)



Montreal’s Metro

Pedestrian-friendly, urban, easy to get downtown!



Boston’s T

credit: billmorrow on flickr

Vibrant neighbourhoods around T stations
(e.g. Porter Square, Davis Square)



Ottawa’s Transitway—No!

credit: Reaperexpress, Wikipedia

Severe capacity problems in the foreseeable future.



Waterloo

I live 5 minutes from Uptown.



Benefits: Continue to revitalize cores

credit: Duke-of-Waterloo, wonderfulwaterloo.com



Benefits: Continue to revitalize cores



Otherwise...



Other benefits of LRT

I Increase property values and the tax base;
I Reduce service delivery cost.



Why LRT is better than BRT

LRT:
I more pleasant public spaces;
I better integration into neighbourhoods; and
I human-scale vehicles.

BRT: lines of noisy buses!



Increase car-free range

Current car-free range.



With LRT

LRT expands the car-free range!



Cambridge too



Referendum

I oppose a referendum.



Costs of LRT
Incremental cost of LRT over BRT per year:

And, BRT has higher operating costs.



Another Perspective

We are spending $50,000,000
to widen Weber Street with no
debate.

Inferior transit is going to
require many more widenings.



Summary

Please vote for LRT!



Grand River Transit

Our Region’s Shared Service



Waterloo Region’s Culture



Our Region’s Personality

Do These Belong?



Mississauga Express Service

5 Express Routes

GO Trains
GO Buses
City Buses

Hwy 401

Population 738,000

No LRT



There Are Other Options

Aerobus – “economical to 
install, environmentally 
friendly, and pollution-free.”

Fairview Mall to Hespeler Rd?

What can CTT create?



Fairness

LRT Proposal   =  $ 818 million

LRT for Kitchener & Waterloo = $755 million

aBRT for Cambridge  = $  63 million

Cambridge Taxes = K-W  ?

NO  WAY!



Council’s Decision

Create 3 Connected Cities
= GRT’s Goal
= Fairness
= Compounding Growth
= Places to Grow Act

Exclude Cambridge  = Permanent Damage

Please Go Back to the Drawing Board







Knox Church Waterloo



1888-2011



We are growing



We have created a beautiful new 
building



Build to Concert Hall Standards



Acoustics are Vital

• We are to be a major centre for excellence 
with the arts community.

• Special relationship with the Wilfrid Laurier 
Faculty of Music.

• Many concerts already booked

• Building constructed to deal with traffic noise



A Concern

• Will the LRT impact the functionality of our 
Concert Hall and Worship Centre?

• Will the new traffic flow create more noise?

• Will there be high pitched noise with the LRT 
turning only metres from the concert hall and 
worship centre? (Like Calgary LRT?)

• If there is an auditory irritation or interruption 
every 3.5 minutes for a LRT, there will be no 
effective use as a concert hall.



New Building is 7 metres from tracks



Two trains turning at Erb and Caroline



We would like projected level of Noise 
production



A Vital part of the community 
at Erb and Caroline



Our Vision is of greater 
community involvement



Knox Church Waterloo



Thank you



LRT - Faces to the Facts



Our Experience in Transit



When in Rome...



Waiting for LRT in Rome



Entertaining for the kids

Mesmerized Yvon, 2yrs old 



On the other side of the world



Daily commute

Auckland, NZ

Wellington, NZ



Creates Public Spaces

Melaia 1yr. old



Creates Public Spaces

Rémi, 1yr. & Yvon, 2yrs. old



Current Transit Not Sufficient

Public Square, Uptown Waterloo



We've done our research

Watching and Participating in the Interactive Webcast



We love LRT

Rome
New Zealand



Time to Face the Facts &

Bring Home LRT



People of good faith,



figuring out where we are,



not falling victim,



making choices,



based on our values,



with the best available information.



People of good faith,
figuring out where we are,
not falling victim, making 
choices, based on our 
values, with the best 
available information.



Light Rail Transit

Communities in balance

Presentation by Andrew Dodds



LUAS LRT, Dublin (pop. 1,000,000)



LUAS LRT, Dublin (pop. 1,000,000)



Freiburg (pop. 220,000)



Karlsruhe (pop. 290,000)



Strasbourg (pop. 440,000)



Strasbourg (pop. 440,000)









www.communitech.ca

Charting a course for Future 
Success

Iain Klugman, President & CEO

Date:  May 31, 2011
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The Reality

• The World is Flat –
business can locate 
anywhere

• The rise of 
BRIC/depressed US 
economy means 
increased competition 
worldwide for companies 
and people

• Canadian municipalities 
are falling behind

• Decision is not so much 
to jump ahead – but to 
stay in the game



www.communitech.ca

Around the world, municipalities bigger and smaller, older and newer than Canada's urban 
centres have managed to experiment with major new transit initiatives. Hong Kong 
introduced a transit card that soon became a ubiquitous lifestyle accessory. Madrid built 
kilometres of new subway lines in record time and for a relatively low cost. And in New York, 
a transit czar has turned Time Square into a pedestrian haven. The measures are not 
always popular, or a commuter cure-all, but they show that the pace of city movement 
doesn't have to be mind-numbingly slow. 
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www.communitech.ca

The Opportunity is Before Us

• Waterloo Region has world 
class companies and 
leaders – for now

• Must show leadership at a 
time when it is hard to be 
visionary

• Decision is for future 
prosperity



www.communitech.ca

Time 
to 

Act is 
Now



 

 
www.communitech.ca | 519-888-9944 

 

 

WATERLOO REGION TECH SECTOR FACT SHEET 
 
Ask long-time locals or new residents of Waterloo Region why they chose this area as home, and 
the responses will be as diverse as the people polled. Answers might range from: a prosperous 
business and tech community; affordable place to live; great mix of urban and rural lifestyle; but 
most importantly, lots of opportunity. 
 
Waterloo Region is home to more than 800 technology companies, lots of specialized talent and 
R&D capacity at leading post-secondary institutions and global think tanks, and is supported by 
the strong entrepreneurial culture of the community with an open and collaborative 
environment. In Waterloo Region, people find the challenges and opportunities they are looking 
for – and plenty of room for career advancement in an area experiencing red-hot growth. 
 
Waterloo Region is home to: 
• Canada’s largest software company – OpenText Corporation 
• Canada’s largest company by market capitalization – Research In Motion 
• World’s leading projection technology company – Christie Digital Systems Canada Inc. 
• Canada’s largest satellite company – COM DEV 
 
Waterloo Region Tech Ecosystem Snapshot  
Waterloo Region’s tech sector generates over $20 billion annually.  
Here are some key facts about Waterloo Region: 

 800+ tech firms in Waterloo Region 
 Over 300+ burgeoning startups 
 30,000 employed at tech firms 
 2,000 tech jobs available 
 Over $1/2 billion in acquisitions over the past 12 months. 
 High-growth tech sectors: Digital media, software and ICT, wireless and mobile, internet, 

hardware, health/life sciences 
 $84 million in deal flow in 2009 
 Invested venture capital, private equity and angel financing grown from $7 million in 

1997 to more than $300 million today 
 Notable acquisitions of startups in the last three to five years: Intel (RapidMind), 

Electronic Arts (J2Play), Google (Reqwireless), 3M (Highjump Software), and Oracle 
(Siebel Systems) 

 150 research institutes, preeminent research facilities in quantum-nano and theoretical 
physics 

 631 patents granted per million (3x national average)  (source: Canada’s Technology 
Triangle Inc) 

 University of Waterloo, Wilfrid Laurier University, University of Guelph and Conestoga 
College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning 

 88,000 post-secondary students, including 26,000 co-operative education students 
 Labor force 372,000 (source: Toronto Region Research Alliance) 



 

Sources: Business and Education Partnership of Waterloo Region, Canadian Business, Communitech, Canada’s 
Technology Triangle Inc, Conference Board of Canada, Human Resources and Skills Development Canada, StatsCan, 
Tech Capital Partners, United States Trademark and Patent Office, Waterlootechjobs.com  
 
Last updated: Spring 2011 

 

 Home to Canadian Digital Media Network (CDMN), a federal Centre of Excellence in 
Commercialization and Research  

 Accelerator Centre awarded second place in the award categories of 'fastest growth' 
and 'best overall incubator' at the 8th annual Incubator Conference in Stockholm, 
Sweden 

 
 
About Communitech 
Waterloo Region’s technology organization, Communitech is the regional hub for the 
commercialization of innovation, creating economic prosperity by removing barriers to the 
creation and growth of technology companies. Our goal is to create more successful global 
businesses for Canada. 
 
About CDMN 
The Canadian Digital Media Network www.cdmn.ca encourages job creation and increases 
global competitiveness by linking Canada’s leading digital media centres with industry, 
government and academia. 

http://www.cdmn.ca/


www.communitech 

2011 

A Report based on an online survey of    

the Waterloo Region tech community on 

attitudes about LRT in Waterloo Region 

Published 4/15/2011 

Tech Community Attitudes 
about LRT in Waterloo Region 



In April 2011, Communitech undertook an 

informal online survey of the Waterloo Region 

tech community regarding attitudes about Light 

Rail Transit (LRT) in Waterloo Region. 

The survey was promoted via electronic 

solicitation among Communitech’s regular 

communication channels, including emails, 

website, and other social media online. 

More than 570 independent responses were 

received on 11 structured questions and one 

request for unstructured commentary. 

The results of this survey are represented in this report based on summary and analyses of recipient responses 

which were received, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or attitudes of Communitech. 

Highlights 

Overall, the tech community exhibits strong support for LRT in Waterloo Region: 

 Only half of respondents felt well-informed about LRT 

 Public transit is important! 

 More than half of respondents would themselves take LRT 

 More than 87% responded that LRT was very or somewhat important to their 

company and coworkers 

 70% responded that LRT would benefit the region 

 Respondents were unsure the tech community would benefit from LRT more 

than other kinds of industry 

 Most felt LRT would improve parking conditions 

 Respondents were unsure/divided in opinion that LRT would bring more people from Toronto 

 60% believe is it not too early for LRT  

 60% felt the opportunity could be compromised if LRT is not undertaken now 

Verbatims 

A few well-worded responses chosen as example/summary for the most often-stated comments: 

 “LRT is a part of a larger solution for road congestion, traffic reduction, and 

mobility, including many forms of public and personal transit options.” 

 “LRT is a good option implemented in many cities around the world to great 

effect.” 

 “Anything would be great if it reduces car congestion on our roads.” 

 “Long term benefits of LRT are important as our region grows.” 

 “LRT focuses on downtown Kitchener and Waterloo, and will not benefit suburban 

areas or Cambridge.” 

 “LRT needs to attract talent to the region.” 

  “Not enough information/Not well-informed enough/Need more expert opinions.” 

Tech gives LRT a "Thumbs Up" 



Questions and Responses 

1. Do you feel well-informed about the potential 
benefits and/or negative aspects of the light rail 
transit (LRT) proposed in Waterloo Region? 

 

 2. How important is a strong, viable public transit 
system to you personally? 

 

 
3. Will you take LRT? 

 
 

 4. How important is public transit to your company 
and the people you work with? 

 

 
 

5. Will LRT benefit Waterloo Region? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

6. People working in the tech community are likely 
to use LRT more than people working in other 

kinds of 
industry.

 



7. Will LRT improve parking conditions in areas of 
the Region? 

 

 8. Will LRT bring people from Toronto to work in 
Waterloo Region? 

 

9. LRT would be better than… 
 

 

 10. LRT is a good idea, but too early for Waterloo 
Region. 

 
11. If we don’t invest in a Waterloo Region LRT 

today, we may compromise the opportunity to 
implement it tomorrow. 

 

  

For more information, please contact us: 

 

 
We help tech companies start, grow and succeed 
295 Hagey Blvd., Suite 16, Accelerator Centre 

Waterloo, Ontario Canada N2 

519-888-9944 | www.communitech.ca | Twitter: @communitech 



This informaonal adversement
brought to you and supported  
by Communitech

Send an email to 
regionalcouncillors@regionofwaterloo.ca
to let them know you support LRT

16,900 new jobs

$370 million $75 million

$523 million $360 million
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